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 A non-profit institution based in Dunkerque, France 
(think tank)

 It gathers researchers, members of institutions and 
of the civil society

 Aims: 

◦ Observation and prospective of industrial regions in 
rebuilding processes

◦ Study the innovative paths to reinforce the 
attractiveness, taking account of sustanaible
development issues.

◦ Proposals of new modes of development

 Actions:

 Conferences, meetings, exhibitions 

 Development of research programs 
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Analysis of the trajectory of Dunkerque, a town
characterized by a strong specialisation in heavy
industry

How to explain the constant choice of industry as an
economic and industrial policy in Dunkerque ?

1. Evolution of the territory – conceptual
framework
2. Main stages of development Dunkerque
3. Identification of specific assets that explain
the path dependency



 Contributions of the economic geography
(evolutionnist approach of territories, 
routines, groupthink, role of social networks) 
(see the contributions of Boschma et al.)

 Contributions of industrial economics -
evolutionist approach of the firm: role of 
learning, specific assets (infrastructures, 
proximity, competences) in the evolution of 
the firms and in path dependency. Role of 
secondary assets in the change of trajectory

 (see Laperche, Lorek, Uzunidis, 2010)
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Learning
Organisational

routines «specific
assets»

Organisational
competences: give the 

possibility to differentiate
enterprises one to the 

other

Definition of a 
trajectory

Change of trajectory
thanks to the 

accumulation of 
« complementary

assets »

Path dependency

Evolution of territories = contribution of industrial economics



 Industrialisation decided and built by the State, through public plans

 Dunkerque- The first French reconversion based of metallurgy and steel industries 
located next to the sea (on the model of Japan) and associated to an energy pole 
feeding the main industries in oil, electricity…

Building of a industrial and harbour system

 Economies of scale –increase of production – gathering of a labour 
force with low qualifications ( mainly workers)
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 Exhaustion of the Fordist norm of production

 Big firms transform their organization: outsourcing

Consequences:

 Diminution  of demand in the metallurgy and steel
industry

closing of ship building industry (1987)

 Increased unemployment after the crisis of 
traditional activities (16% in June 1987, around 12% 
today )
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 Dunkerque

- Change in the industrial policy (1980) -> « conversion » poles
(1989)=>Dunkerque is one of them: based of the attractiveness of foreign
direct investments

- FDI have contributed to develop the industrial complex in Dunkerque (70 
foreign enterprises en 1997) : petrochemistry

- The diversification of the economic milieu is very weak-> Industry is still the 
main sector for the employment of the working force

- The activity of the harbour is still focused on industry
For exemple project of the building of LNG Terminal (EDF, autonomous
port of Dunkerque)
Reinforcement of the image of a city specialised in heavy industry
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(%) des companies (%) of workforce

Agriculture 2,1% 0,9%

Industry 7,6% 45,5%

Building 8,5% 9%

Commerce 43,5% 18,1%

Services 38,2% 26,5%

Total 100% 100%
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Source : CCID, 2009



Specific assets linked to 
the economies of 
proximity

The energy pole (oil, electricity) has been located
next to steel and metallurgy industry to provide
energy to the main plants and to benefit from
proximity. The same for FDI in the reconversion 
stage

Specific assets linked to 
infrastructures

The development of the port has always been 
adapted to the needs of the entreprises located at
the centre of the industrial pole

Immaterial specific
assets (competences
and social networks )

Population of workers
Preservation of political power – groupthink
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Identification of specific assets



 Dunkerque =>Path dependency

 Explained by the accumulation of specific assets
associated to industry

No decision centres in Dunkerque 

 Some efforts have been made to invest in complementary
assets : 

 for example the creation the university (in the 1990s with
poor results in terms of positive externalities on the local 
milieu)

 Stimulation of the creation of new businesses but with
few results
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 Routine can also be observed in this field

 Enquiries made by lab.RII between  1993 and 2005, 
every two years on the profile of new entrepreneurs 
(Boutillier, 2001, 2007,2008).

 Type of questions

 * profile of the entrepreneur (age, gender, studies, 
experience, etc.)

 * activities, number of employees,  location

 * financial resources

 * network of relationship

 * motivations : innovation, necessity 
(unemployment), opportunity.
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 Main results during the studied period:

 * men (70%  of the entrepreneur)

 * age : 39

 * no or few diplomas

 * financial resources: mix between own savings, 
love money and bank loans

 * sectors: low value added

 * poor social relationships

 * bureaucracy in the institutions supporting
enterprises creation

 * a public policy promoting business creation in 
traditional sectors and in new services with low
value added
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 Dunkerque

Specific assets accumulated in Dunkerque are mainly
orientated towards the development of industry.

Strong links between local authorities and enterprises
(often enterprises without decision centers) have reinforced
the blocking situation, and have created a path dependency

Dunkerque could develop more attractive activities linking
the embryonnic industrial ecology activities already
located in Dunkerque and develop new eco-industries or 
activities

For example, the case of agro-industry
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 Heavy industry and agro-industry: a co-evolution

(during the industrialisation period, Dunlerque is also a grain 
port; industrial food supply)

 An quite important land available for agriculture but captive

 40% of the Land Flandres/ DK dedicated to agriculture : 60 
000ha ;  90% for industrial culture 

 Local and sustainable production of food: a stake for the 
territory

 Some efforts made to develop more traditional agriculture 
‘food supply in short circuit’

 A new governance to develop and to implement
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